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Customs Administration, which is hampered by the
existence of Commercial Treaties. Nor was it prac-
ticable to open up fresh avenues of taxation. Even
if the capitulations had permitted the Government
to do so, it was certain that any proposal to impose
fresh taxes would excite fierce criticism from Egyp-
tians. Yet the actual situation hardly justified
pessimism. If the purchasing power of the country
was impaired by an inability to sell raw cotton, there
was no reason to believe that that condition would
be permanent. Whether the War continued over
a long period or not, it was probable that the world
before many months had passed would want Egyptian
cotton, and pretty certain that some part of the
payment would take the form of imported mer-
chandise. The decline in the Customs' receipts,
therefore, could be only temporary. Further, Egypt
possessed a substantial Reserve Fund. These con-
siderations, no doubt, appealed with greater force
to the outside critic than to the officials who were
actually responsible that the receipts of the State
balanced the expenditure. But while admitting that
the circumstances justified the Ministry of Finance in
pursuing every reasonable method to ensure the
solvency of the State, some of the expedients adopted
were questionable. Hurriedly to invite the personnel
to relinquish a percentage of their salaries was a policy
not distinguished by breadth of vision. A request of
that nature is certain to convey to a nervous public
a sense of approaching disaster, if it does not suggest
the probable bankruptcy of the Treasury. As a matter
of fact, the response of the Civil Service to the appeal
was poor: not so much from purely selfish motives
as from a conviction that there was no reason yet for
pessimism. Later it was seen that their view was
based upon a sounder appreciation of the future than
that of their leaders; for although tlfe accounts of

